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 When prompted for password, enter “Loop2017” – Note: if you’re reading this after 
February 26, enter the new password “2018Loop”. 

Leaders:  

This is a reminder to let you know the password for Leadership Loop will 
change this week on Tuesday, February 27. If you’re wondering why… 

In the latest edition from February 13, Leadership Loop (LL) officially turned 1 
year-old so we shared a “Leadership Loop 101” overview to (celebrate, and) help 
you maximize your relationship with the platform. Read the full article. 

Knowledge is power so being well-informed matters. Reading the LL emails is 
the best way to get the info + news you need. Here’s how LL works:  

 The Distribution List. Who Leadership Loop goes to and why. 

 The Email Schedule and Home Base. When you’ll receive LL and how to 
access the articles + information.  

 The Password. What it is, where you’ll find it and why it’s changing on 
February 27.  

 The Launch and Toolkits. Two resources to be a well-equipped Leader. 

 Do your part (we’ll do ours, too). We want to share meaningful 
information with you because knowledge is power, so being well-informed 
matters. Help us out. 

Read the full post on LL (enter the password at the top of this email – if you’re 
reading this after February 26, enter the new password “2018Loop”). 
LL was created specifically for you – our Leaders who have at least one direct 
report – to provide you with a single, go-to place for the information + resources 
you need to effectively lead, engage and communicate with your teams. We will 
always work to make LL the best it can be, and we ask for the same support and 
partnership in return (because no relationship ever gets anywhere being one-
sided). 
Missed last week’s edition of Leadership Loop? Go to the Email Newsletter 
Archives.  
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Are you receiving this message but don’t think you should be? Email 
LeadershipLoop@msj.org. 
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